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Summary

L’educazione finanziaria degli individui e i pro e i contro della digitalizzazione

nell’ambito delle scelte finanziarieNowadays, the access to Financial Markets is no

more in the hands of traditional financial institutions. The emergence of FinTech

companies leads to decentralization of the Financial Industry thanks to new digital

financial products and services with lower costs for customers than long-established

financial intitution. Another positive effect of FinTech companies is the increase

level of competition that forces traditional companies to innovate their business

models and value chain processes.

However, it is "not all that glitters is gold". A decrease in the level of financial

market concentration as well as a decentralization of financial industry result also

in an increased number of risks (cyber and not) in which retail investors could

incur, especially inexperienced, financial and digital illiterate individuals.

The questions for which this work (composed of 5 chapters) tries to give some

data-driven answers are related to the above introduction. In particular, the focus

is on the Wealth Management services, which sub segments are Digital Investment

and (traditional) Financial Advisory segments, in the European Union.

The first two are dedicated to the literature review about the most important

literature evidences linked to Digital and Financial literacy of individuals of EU
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countries. Moreover, there is a focus on the role of FinTech companies and the

tremendous trust placed by people on the majority of these companies. Additionally,

there are some evidences that the algorithm employed inherit some of human biases.

The third chapter has as outcome a new theoretical model that qualitatively

explain the role of several factors (digital and financial literacy; trust placed

by individuals on financial institutions, risk tolerance of individuals; the role of

investment experience; the role oh human and digital financial advisors; individual’s

cognitive biases and personal traits) on the final investment decision of a retail

investor.

The fourth chapter is about the data analysis and it describes the evidences about

the asset managed by Wealth Management services, in relation with the level of

digital and financial illiterate people.

The fifth chapter outlines the findings related to the data analysis:

• technology is an enabler and it cannot fully replace human judgment;

• the higher the level of financial literacy, the higher the interest towards Digital

Investment services;

• human biases play a role in the final investment decision and the return on

investment linked to a choice ("Dunning–Kruger effect");

• the more the number of people with at least basic digital skills, the more is the

demand for Digital Investment services; the more is the demand, the greater

is the Penetration Rate;

• a country with high share of digital literate people will be more likely to

decrease the amount of digital illiterate people in the future.
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Glossary and Acronyms

Wealth Management

Wealth Management is a service provided by financial institutions, such as

banks or investment firms, to help individuals manage their money and

investments. The goal of wealth management is to help people grow and

protect their wealth over time, by creating personalized investment plans that

consider their financial goals, risk tolerance, and overall financial situation.

This goal ultimately emphasizes wealth creation through wealth preservation.

The Wealth Management market consists of two different segments: Financial

Advisory and Digital Investment. Digital Investment contains automated

investment services (Robo-Advisors) and online trading services (Neobrokers)

that go beyond the means of traditional financial advisory services [1].

Financial Advisory

Financial advisory is a segment of the financial market as well as a (traditional)

service provided by the financial industry. This service is based on a process

of providing guidance and recommendations to clients regarding their financial

decisions employing financial advisors. Financial advisors use their expertise

and knowledge to help clients make informed decisions about their investments,
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retirement planning, taxes, insurance, and other financial matters [1].

Digital Investment

Digital Investment is a segment of the financial market as well as an in-

novative service provided by the financial industry. It consists of two sub-

segments: Robo-Advisors and Neobrokers. Platforms without automated or

recommendation-based advisory roles are not included in the Digital Invest-

ment market segment. Digital Investment refers to the use of digital platforms

and technology to facilitate the buying and selling of financial assets such

as stocks and bonds. This includes online brokerages, robo-advisors, and

mobile trading apps. The market for digital investment also includes the

use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to assist with

investment and portfolio management [1].

Robo-Advisors

Robo-Advisors are private asset management providers who offer automated

online portfolios in which private investors can choose investment volumes

depending on their scope and appetite for risk [1]. For more details see sec.

2.3.3.

Neobrokers

Neobrokers are a type of online brokerage platform that provides users with

easy and convenient access to financial markets, often with low fees and user-

friendly interfaces. They have gained popularity in recent years as more people

turn to digital platforms for investing. [1]. For more details see sec. 2.3.3.
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DESI

The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) is a composite index that

summarises relevant indicators on Europe’s digital performance and tracks the

evolution of EU Member States, across five main dimensions: Connectivity,

Human Capital, Use of Internet, Integration of Digital Technology, Digital

Public Services [2].

DESI Individual Indicator At least Basic Digital Skills

Individuals with ‘basic’ or ‘above basic’ digital skills in each of the following

five dimensions: information, communication, problem solving, software for

content creation and safety [2].

DESI Individual Indicator Above basic digital skills

Individuals with ‘above basic’ digital skills in each of the following five di-

mensions: information, communication, problem solving, software for content

creation and safety [2].

DESI Individual Indicator Not Even basic digital skills

Individuals without ‘basic’ or ‘above basic’ digital skills (digital illiterate indi-

viduals) in each of the following five dimensions: information, communication,

problem solving, software for content creation and safety [2]. It is the ones’

complement of DESI Individual Indicator At least Basic Digital Skills.

AUM

Asset Under Management

xiii



UN

United Nations

EU

European Union

OECD

Organization of Economic Co-operation Development

Penetration Rate

Share of active paying digital investments customers (or accounts) from the

total population of the selected market for each year. It is the sum of

Neobrokers and Robo-Advisors penetration rates

CFA Institute

Chartered Financial Analyst Institute
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Chapter 1

Literature about Financial

Literacy of Individuals

Everyone has to make a choice. The majority of choices has an impact on individual’s

wealth. Based on this consideration, each individual should have theoretical

and practical tools at his/her disposal allowing each one to opt for the best

(perceived) choice according to individual’s needs and surrounding environment.

Each individual should be able to understand and minimize the risk involved when

borrowing or (in a broad sense) investing money to pursue the goal of maximizing

its social-economic wealth.

From the point of view of an individual, financial literacy is a powerful tool that

could lead people to shape and plan their future, making better choices about

when and how to use or to invest their money in a manner that meets their

needs. Moreover, it is a complement of consumer protection as well because it

helps individuals protecting from excessive risk-taking, fraud, over-indebtedness, or
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Literature about Financial Literacy of Individuals

cyber-risks[3].

Based on those considerations, the aim of this chapter is to collect and present the

relevant literature that could explain how an investor behaves according to several

endogenous and exogenous factors which could influence his/her investment choice.

1.1 Financial Literacy: Introduction and Defini-

tion

The decision made by an individual about undertaking an investment is influenced

by several factors. A key factor linked to an investment decision is Financial

Literacy: «a combination of financial awareness, knowledge, skills, attitudes and

behaviours necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve

individual financial well-being».

Following the Organization of Economic Co-operation Development (OECD)

methodology, individual’s financial literacy can be measured through its indicator,

which is the sum of the scores obtained by [4]:

• Financial Knowledge. It has a score ranging from 0 to 7; it represents the

understanding of the basic relationships useful for making financial choices:

inflation, interest rates, difference between simple and compound interest rates

and risk diversification.

• Financial Behaviour. It has a score ranging from 0 to 9; it represents the

management of financial resources in the short and long term: setting financial

objectives, planning of resources to be used for consumption, bill payments

and savings in recent months.
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Literature about Financial Literacy of Individuals

• Financial Attitude. It has a score ranging from 1 to 5; it represents the

orientation of individuals towards saving, especially precautionary saving, in a

long-term perspective.

1.1.1 The role of personal traits

Consistent with the definition given in the section 1.1, individual’s personal traits

play a role towards investment decisions as well. It has been demonstrated that

households with similar social-economic conditions present different rate of accumu-

lation of wealth. This difference cannot be explained only by observed differences

in risk preferences because attitudes and soft-skills play a role in a decision to

undertake an investment as well. There are some evidences about a positive associ-

ation between poor personal finances and impulsivity and reduced appreciation of

the long-term consequences of current choices.

Another example of the influence of the role of personal traits is financial anxiety:

it may reduce the propensity to make financial plans, suggesting that financial

anxiety may be intertwined with the feeling of avoidance 1 and disengagement
2 [5]. About this feeling, an important role can be played by human advisors,

which can be viewed by retail investor as a sort of "beacon of hope". Indeed, some

retail investors prefer to rely on their advisors despite inferior portfolio outcomes

(for example potentially reachable changing credit institute or advisor,and so on)

since they receive other, less tangible, benefits from their advisor relationship (e.g.

advisors increase overall investor comfort with their investment decisions). Despite

1The will to avoid thinking about the state of one’s own personal finance
2The lack of commitment to managing personal finances.
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Literature about Financial Literacy of Individuals

that, it should be taken into consideration that many other factors may impact

advisor/client relationship, for example many behavioural biases due to emotion or

cognitive limits may be relevant on both the advisor side and the investor side [6].

However, this topic is examined deeply in paragraph 2.3.1.

1.1.2 Financial Resilience tied to Financial Literacy

A further topic worthy of mention is that financial literacy can be another tool

to increase household’s financial resilience. Financial literacy is inversely related

with financial objective variables of individuals as a whole (such as inability to

make savings, to face current expenditure, and so on) as well as to individual’s

subjective financial variables linked to individual’s personal traits (such as habit not

to make financial plans, and so on). Therefore, it is possible to deduct that a high

level of financial literacy (knowing at least the rudimentary topics of finance) can

allow each individual to be financially aware, possibly reducing his/her own biases

related to irrational choices about consumption, investments and loans: financial

skills overconfidence, which leads individuals to underestimate the probability of a

negative event to happen as well as to overestimate individual’s own capability to

react to those events; probability heuristics, which affects probability estimations of

an event associating to it similar events experienced by that individual; hyperbolic

discount, which influences individual assessment of events because that individual

gives more weight to actual events than future ones.

All in all, financial literacy could affect individual’s financial behaviour looking also

to long terms financial plans and better financial decisions. Avoiding wrong financial

decisions could result in a positive effect at the level of population, since government

states can have the right level of financial resilience to face (financial) crises. Past
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Literature about Financial Literacy of Individuals

financial crises highlighted individual’s costs of having pursued wrong financial

choices. As a consequences, when these costs are really exorbitant, impacting on

broad (vulnerable) citizens clusters, financial state aids can have serious impact on

taxpayers and on state government financial stability [7].

1.2 Financial literacy, Investment Experience and

Investment Decision: an empirical model

According to the model shown in Fig. 1.1, financial literacy, investment experience

and investment decisions of an individual are mediated by his/her risk tolerance.

This model is based on two assumptions: "Financial literacy is positively related

with investment decisions due to risk tolerance" and "Investment experience is

positively related with investment decisions mediated by risk tolerance". Therefore,

an investor whit no investment experience as well as no knowledge could face

several challenges to do the proper investment and he/she could experience severe

losses as a result of not managing properly investment risks. On the other hand, an

experienced investor (also with a high level of financial literacy) has a greater ability

(than an experienced investor) to hold risky investments exploiting a trial-and-error

approach: having a diversified portfolio of favourable and unfavourable experiences,

that investor can handle properly risky simulation so that he/she undertakes

risky investments to earn high returns, being ready to manage them properly [8].

Andreson et al (2015) came to a similar conclusion (learning-by-doing effect): "a

favourable self-assessment of one’s abilities induces engagement in one’s financial

decisions, which, in turn, increases both actual and perceived knowledge"[5].
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Figure 1.1: Empirical model [8]

1.3 Financial Literacy and Gender Differences

It has to be recognized that financial literacy is not an exogenous factor but that

it responds to stimuli and incentives, starting early in individual life. Different

papers support this claim and discovered that the level of financial literacy is not

equally (or normal) distributed in a given population: there are several reasons for

differences in financial literacy levels between men and women. Moreover, gender

differences in financial literacy exists among both old and young respondents as well.

In addition to that, there is no single explanation that can satisfactorily address

these differences as well as several studies on gender gaps in financial literacy show

that there are not yet definitive explanations for that phenomenon.

Those gender differences in financial literacy can be observed in a number of

circumstances. There are gender differences not only with respect to long-term

saving and investment behavior, but also with respect to short-term objectives

and behavior. For example, women are found to be more financially fragile (that

is, they are less confident about their capacity to handle an unexpected expense).

Other example of this difference can be also found in the access to and the usage of

financial service: female borrowers systematically get worse credit conditions, even

after controlling for risk characteristics and bank fixed effects; financial advisors

systematically sell more expensive financial products to women; female bank clients
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are more frequently offered expensive bank-owned mutual funds, and are less likely

to get rebates on the front loads [9]. This can be linked to some stereotypes that

affects women; financial software can inherit from software developer and this will

be further explained in section 2.3.1.
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Chapter 2

Literature about Fintech

and Digital Platforms

A new breed of consumers have arrived. Empowered by mobile, today’s consumers

can get exactly what they want, instantly and effortlessly. As a result, they are

more curious, demanding, and impatient than ever before. For marketers, this

means these consumers are also tougher to reach and tougher to please and retain.

Therefore, bot financial and technological companies should enhance their ability

to leverage data to anticipate customer needs; this ability defines their business

future in terms of growth overtime, preserving their competitive advantage and

minimizing the risk of loosing customers (also increase the cost of switching from

own financial services and products to competitors’ ones) [10]. Indeed, with the

improvement of technology, customers are switching from in-person to digital

transactions through a complementary effect delivered by the enhanced access to

digital banking services, and an enhanced experience of new digital access products,
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services, and functionality [11].

The above introduction is to emphasizes that there is a change in paradigm in the

financial industry driven by the rising of tech companies as well as new customers’

behaviour and needs. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to describe the effect of

the not-ended digital transition in the financial sector, the role of tech companies in

building trust and the influence on retail investors’ financial behaviour with respect

to their socio-economics status and their level of digital and financial literacy.

2.1 Financial Technology

Finding and/or stating precisely the definition of FinTech is really challenging

because of its broad areas of application and its evolution overtime. FinTech is not

only the computerisation on existing ’analog’ banking work flows to make them

digital (for example, credit or debit cards, ATMs, and so on). FinTech is not only

Fast Trading, which is an extreme (online) trading allowing users to do a number

of buying and selling operations 24/7 in few seconds. Moreover, FinTech protects

consumers from online frauds (deterrent with respect to online shopping). Further,

FinTech helps financial advisors in doing wealth management as well as individuals

to manage their wealth also through robo-advisors tailored on each customer’s

needs.

Getting to the point, fintech allows to digitalize bank fundamental business opera-

tions as well as financial services and products (saving, lending, investing, paying)

providing them directly to customers and/or making the financial system more effi-

cient with new, intangible, low-cost production processes exploiting state-of-art IT

technologies and services. Therefore, fintech firms are distinguished because of their

9
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capability to think in a new shape legacy, non optimized processes, compensating

asymmetrical information between financial firms and customers, acting as a guar-

antor of transactions, acquiring new customers (usually considered non-bankable)

and managing risks in a structured ways than traditional ones [12].

2.2 From analogical to digital researching process

for investments

The analogical way at disposal to an individual to open an investment account was

to reach a physical location and to set down with a financial adviser talking about

future objectives and financial options. Nowadays, that is not the way people are

researching and buying financial products and services (more broadly shopping).

The way people are discovering information and narrowing down their options has

fundamentally changed towards a digital way of doing it because people expect

their shopping experiences to be frictionless, personal, helpful and often in a remote

way1.

According to Google data analysis regarding researches done by users, there is

a noteworthy increase in researches (therefore an increased interest) related to

financial topics, advises, wealth management, and so on. Indeed, in 2017 there were

growths in mobile searches equal to 115% for "retirement calculator" and equal to

75% for "financial advisor" over the past 2 years before 2017. Moreover, mobile

searches with the qualifier "should I ..." have grown over 65% in the past two years

1More generally, nowadays people look to their phones for almost everything (from booking a
restaurant to browsing for a new jacket, to learning about their digital banking options); they are
looking for ideas and advice, researching every decision they make — no matter how small it is
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before 2017, including searches such as “what should I invest in” and “should I

invest in ...”. In addition to that, some people still want to seal the deal offline: one

out of four investors prefer to open an account in-person, over the phone, or in a

branch, but those offline investors are still heavily influenced by digital processes

(more than half gathered information online first) [13].

2.3 Trust and Technology

In the financial industry, trust is a fundamental factor for both (private as well as

public) financial institutions and (retail as well as institutional) investors. Nowa-

days, a key tool to pursue the objective of increasing perceived trust is technology:

it allows advisers and managers to offer more transparency to investors (informa-

tion can be accessible everywhere at anytime); simplifies access to markets and

products; can better align products or services offerings with clients’ needs through

personalization.

The role of technology to develop and enhance trust in the financial services industry

continues to grow. Indeed, retail and institutional investors consider technology

as a tool through which trust not only can be instilled but also can be multiplied.

This consideration finds a match in the results shown in Fig. 2.1 of different surveys

made overtime: 50% of retail investors and 87% of institutional investors said

that the use of technology in financial services increases trust in their financial

adviser/asset manager, a trend that has steadily risen over recent years [14].

11
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Figure 2.1: Relationships with financial advisors overtime [14]

2.3.1 The Role of Tech Companies in Improving Trust

Although technology and human expertise are both important components to build

trust, technology plays an important role in improving as well as generating trust.

Indeed, 90% of institutional investors believe retail trading tools, financial apps

and services increase trust in financial markets.

Given the high trust in the technology industry generally and the benefits to

investors of financial technology, it is not surprising that 56% of retail investors

would rather invest in a new investment product and/or financial service created
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by a large technology firm (for example, Amazon, Google, Alibaba, Apple2, and

so on) versus one created by a financial institution [14]. This shift from trusting

old-fashioned banks with great-looking buildings towards digital neo banks, tech

companies and brands that provide the best user experience, the best value, the

best (perceived) transparency and ultimately, can help them reach their financial

goals started in 2008. In that year began the worldwide financial crisis, started

with the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. That crisis was terrible for the financial

industry reputation of trust; this is especially true for the younger generations

(millenials, gen-z, and so on). By the way, this observation is slighty different

from the perspective of institutional investors, because among them — who are

themselves part of the investment industry — only 37% favor a technology firm

product [15].

Apple card and Savings

In April 17th, 2023, Apple Inc. launched its last and new financial product "Savings",

which is a saving account co-launched with Goldoman Sachs. The account cannot

be opened by everyone because an "Apple Card" is required (and obviously to get

an Apple Card you must have Apple Wallet, which in turn need an iPhone and/or

an Apple Swatch [16]). With this new financial product, Apple Inc. wants to offer

to its (potential and already) customers3 a saving account which offers a high-yield

APY of 4.15 percent (a rate that is more than 10 times USA national average), no

2Later in this section, Apple Inc. financial products and their impacts on customers (and
investors at the same time) are described, since in March 2023 it launched a saving account jointly
with Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

3Most of Apple’s customers are also Apple’s fans, so the ’brand’ Apple has a strong fidelization
as well as a high level of trust [17].
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fees, no minimum deposits, and no minimum balance requirements4, where inflows

of cash are automatically deposited into the account. This financial product is

embedded in Apple’s financial service "Apple Wallet". Indeed, users can easily set

up and manage their financial account directly from Apple Card in Wallet [18].

In addition to that, thanks again to Wallet, customers can also make either an

online or a physical payment having the opportunity to split purchases into four

payments, spread over up-to six weeks with no interest and no fees [19].

Looking back to Apple Inc. business decision, it is possible to observe that this

company is no more only a tech company selling hardware devices carrying Apple’s

software; it still makes most of its money selling devices, but as it gets deeper

into the digital services business. Starting from a few years back, among these

supplied digital services, this company is also embracing the financial industry and

its customers, shifting from a pure tech company towards a fintech company. This

shift towards new ways of business is mostly due to two strong factors of which

Apple is really conscious. The first one is that Apple has considerably more global

reach and consumer trust than most banks (both traditional and not). The second

one is the power of its brand (and the trust linked to it), which is most powerful

than every other bank [20]. Indeed, Apple Inc. raised nearly $1 bilion in deposit

by its customers in only the firsts 4 days after the launch in the market of Savings

[21].

Therefore, Apple Inc. is starting to act and think such a bank, exploiting the fact

of supplying financial services with a devices which is touched by its users more

than 2,600 times a day (that is not the same connection that a consumer can get

4These are true at the time of the last access to those information: May 15, 2023.
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walking into a bank branch). The dark side of all of this is the closed ecosystem

of Apple (once in the ecosystem, users might find it hard to leave) as well as the

absence of severe regulation like the ones imposed to pure financial companies in

favour of customers.

Another interesting fact about the difference in the way of behave between Apple

(and in general tech companies) and traditional bank is the different way of looking

to money. Apple Inc. actually funds the loans largely from its own balance sheet,

which had a hefty $165bn in cash and marketable securities as of the first quarter of

2023, with total debt of $111bn. This ratio sits in contrast with most banks, which

do their daily business with 90% or more borrowed money form their customers

(or, in a broadly way, creditors). Indeed, much of that debt consists of deposits and

short-term loans that can be withdrawn quickly (his is exactly what we witnessed

during the Silicon Valley Bank meltdown). About this consideration, Anat Admati5,

who has long called for higher levels of equity funding of banks, affirms: “Bank CEOs

sometimes forget that depositors are creditors because depositors don’t behave

like normal creditors, instead trusting deposit insurance, and maybe regulators, to

make sure they will be paid. Non-banks wouldn’t dream of, and wouldn’t even be

able to, fund their business with so much debt and so little equity.” [20].

Another noteworthy fact, regarding the perception of transparency of Apple’s

customers and the level of trust believed by them in Apple, is about Apple Card

credit line experienced by two EU customers and spouses as well. The two spouses

have similar wealth conditions, indeed they have been married for a long time, fill

joint tax returns and live in a community-property state. The unique difference is

5Economist and currently the George G.C. Parker Professor of Finance and Economics at
Stanford Graduate School of Business [22].
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that the wife has a higher credit score than the husband. Nonetheless, according

to Apple’s black box algorithm, the husband deserves 20 times the credit limit she

does. Indeed, the wife was denied a credit line increase for the Apple Card, despite

having a higher credit score than him. After this news (or better said, a tweet),

dozens of people shared through social media similar experiences, including Apple

co-founder Steve Wozniak, who indicated his credit limit is 10 times that of his

wife. After these facts, New York’s State Department of Financial Services, started

an an investigation the Apple Card algorithm over claims of discrimination based

on gender biases. The bottom line is that with the spread of automation, more and

more decisions (from credit approval to medical care to hiring choices) are algorithm-

centric; sometimes is only an algorithm that makes a choice. The algorithms that

make these judgments are programmed by people and thus often inherit human

biases, unintentionally or otherwise, resulting in less favorable outcomes for women

and people of color. But the public, and even companies themselves, often have

little visibility into how algorithms operate [23].

2.3.2 Mobile App

The use of mobile apps by people has led to an increased demand for other and

new digital services and the rise complementary effects between smartphone and

tablet use of them. Due to a number of financial mobile apps, there is more

competition within the financial industry with respect to some years ago They

also report that mobile phone and tablet users are less likely to pay credit card

fees [11]. Retail trading apps are fundamentally changing how users interact with

financial markets (in wider terms, with all the markets), because they increase

access to all sort of - good and bad - information, investing tools and financial
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services. As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, this evidence is especially true in millennials

population because this generation is the most digitalized and has the highest level

of trust towards retail apps. Another important fact is that this generation strongly

believes in the phenomena of digital nudge6. Overall, thanks to apps and platforms

at disposal of a click/tap, retail investors express an increase in trading frequency

(once again, this is expressed especially by millennials). In terms of disclosure and

information provided, 80% of retail investors aged 25–34 affirms that they trust

the completeness and accuracy of information on trading apps, and 87% of those

investors asserts that these apps increase their understanding of investing. in the

whole population aged 25 - 54, it is possible to observe that at least more than half

of them trust financial apps, has a trading account and trades in financial markets

with an higher frequency than pas years [14]. This behavioural change of people

Figure 2.2: Retail investor characteristics by age
[14]

regarding financial markets is not only due to a technological reason. Looking

back to the past years, the act of trading something in the financial markets was

6A subtle form of using design, information and interaction elements to guide user behavior in
digital environments, without restricting the individual’s freedom of choice [24]
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characterized by technological constraints (difficulties in obtaining near-real time

information about prices; trading only via either phone or physical bank branch;

delay to fulfill an order that impacts the final price of what an investor chose to

buy) and financial barriers (expensive trading fees and significant amount of money

to invest) [25]. Starting from 1990, it was taking place the digitalization of of

the financial industry. As a consequence of digitalization, those technological and

financial constraints have been overcome year by year. Thanks to online trading,

financial institutions and brokers at first, retail traders last, experienced as the

years go by ease in obtaining useful, near real time information and a decrease in

trading and commissions fees [26].

Robinhood Markets Inc.

Regarding what stated before, an interesting case to mention concerns Robin-

hood Markets Inc. Consistently with its stated mission («democratize finance

for all [...] make investing friendly, approachable, and understandable[27]»), it is

a financial technology company that operates an online discount brokerage with

commission-free trading. Its brokerage services are provided through both web- and

mobile-based financial services platform that retail investors can use to buy and

sell stocks, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), options, American depositary receipts

(ADRs) and allow investing in certain crypto-currencies [28].

As claimed in Robinhood Market Inc. mission, the democratization of financial

markets does come down to only lowering investment costs. Indeed, the company

supplies a simple, friendly. approachable and understandable which can be down-

loaded easily with a smartphone. The user experience is strongly based on the

digital nudge theory6 that makes the app very simple to use. The simple user
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interface provides cognitive ease to retail investors, leading them to rely more on

their intuition and less on critical thinking.

The simplicity of Robinhood’s app guides investor attention for two reasons. First,

the app prominently displays lists of stocks in an environment relatively free of com-

plex information (e.g., besides basic market information, Robinhood only provides

five charting indicators, while TD Ameritrade provides 489). This streamlined and

simplified interface one of the invisible (to users) nudges that guides the choices of

Robinhood users. Second, the Robinhood app makes it very easy to place trades

and the reduction of frictions increases trading (another invisible digital nudge

towards financial investments) [26].

A further interesting fact that creates synergy with the simplified information

displayed in the platforms is the so-called «Herd Behaviour», which is a form of

convergent social behaviour that can be broadly defined as the alignment of the

thoughts or behaviours of individuals in a group (herd) through local interaction

and without centralized coordination [29]. The effect of this behaviour on Robin-

hood users has been analyzed by Barber et al. (2021) taking into consideration the

"Top Mover list": a list of only 20 stocks that changes every day (and throughout

each day), where a user can watch inside it the stocks with the largest absolute

percentage price changes from the previous day close as well as stocks above $300

million in market capitalization. They have found that Robinhood users are more

likely than other investors to be influenced by attention-driven stocks buying,that is,

they are more likely to herd than other investors: 35% of net buying by Robinhood

users is concentrated in 10 stocks compared to 24% of net buying by the general

population of retail investors. Therefore, an increased attention-driven buying of

stockes leads to more concentrated trading by Robinhood users than other retail
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investors and contributes to buy-side herding events7 that are usually followed

by negative returns. For example, the top 0.5% of stocks bought by Robinhood

users each day experiences negative average returns of approximately 5% over the

next month. More extreme herding events are followed by negative average returns

of almost 20%. Another interesting observation about the top mover list is that

Robinhood users are more likely to buy stocks with market capitalization between

$300 and $350 million that are in the top twenty stocks when sorting on absolute

return than stocks with similar absolute returns but market capitalization below

$300 million. And so, displaying information is another digital nudge which affects

investors’ trading behaviour.

A further characteristic of Robinhood platform is about making the act of investing

as a (fun) game through features available within the web and app platforms. As a

consequence, new and inexperienced investors could be attracted by those features.

However, some believe that Robinhood over-emphasizes the fun of trading at the

cost of good investment practices8. A feature which reflects that characteristic is

the introduction of a lottery ticket: after the enrolment, new users get a free share

of stock but only after they scratched off images that looks like a lottery ticket.

All in all, Robinhood features, strategy and platforms resulted in a strong customer

acquisition (13 milion of enrolled users until 2020). More general, this kind of

platform had a positive influence on market participation. Nonethless, the influence

of Robinhood platform on retail investors’ trading behavior is an open question

7Herding event: a day when the number of Robinhood users owning a particular stock increases
dramatically [26].

8In 2020, Massachusetts state regulators filed a complaint against Robinhood citing its
“aggressive tactics to attract inexperienced investors” and “use of strategies such as gamification
to encourage and entice continuous and repetitive use of its trading application.” [26]
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(especially in the long run), because half of Robinhood users are first-time investors,

who could potentially benefit from participating in financial markets. Robinhood

attracts investors by reducing frictions and promoting simplicity. While a lack of

frictions encourages market participation, it also makes speculative trading easy,

which can lead to low investment returns. Even tough the financial industry uses

complexity to obscure risks and costs (promoting instead potential profits), simplic-

ity is not problem free. Simply focusing the attention of many investors on a small

number of stocks it is possible to promote herding behavior that affects market

returns and redounds to the investors’ detriment. Thus, while it is important that

investors have access to transparent, pertinent information, disclosure alone is not

sufficient to assure good retail investor outcomes; how information is displayed

influences decisions in ways that can both help and hurt investors [26].

2.3.3 Financial Consultancy: Software Advice and The

Role of Human Being

Starting from the 90s, the use of Internet (in the broader sense of the term) and

its exploitation in the financial sector began with showcase web sites (that is,

making available online the same offline information, documentation, etc.) up to

entering into the social web9 phase (which does not only means advertising on social

media platform, but creation of social media contents, exploitation of influencers,

partnerships with digital news companies, and so on). All of these things implies

also the supplying of product and services tailored to more and more smaller,

9The social web is defined by the relationships and interactions people have through the
Internet, but also includes the actual websites, software, hardware and systems that are designed,
created and launched to support that interaction [30].
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targeted clusters of customers as well as products and services make only for online

distribution. Therefore, the (not finished yet) digital revolution of the financial

industry does not only impact the "bureaucratic" tasks and "analogical" processes

behind the day-to-day operations of a financial institution (storage of information,

remote services, ATMs, etc.), but also the financial consulting value chain (Fig.

2.3) and the role of human interactions in this process. Indeed, this revolution

does not necessarily imply the complete replacement of human consultants, but

rather they work with a multi-channel mindset (internet is another tool for their

job). In short terms, the digitalization of the financial sector does not only mean

the substitution of a human consultant with a digital consultant, but rather it

means also the necessity to supply new, value-added services to investors with the

requalification of the human being in terms of soft-skill and tools employed.

Going into more details, the digitalization introduced in the financial industry lead

to the automation of the consulting process depending on the needs of a generic

user of the software:

• Robo Advisor. It is a software solution addressed to retail investors and can

be tailored depending on the target cluster of customers. In this perspective,

internet is a pillar to access this kind of service. However, there are two types

of Robo Advisor:

– Fully Automatized. It is characterized by the absence of a human, third-

party advisor; a customer is assisted from the consultancy of contract

obligations, to the advice process of financial products in line with cus-

tomer’s profile, until the payment process and, potentially, in wealth

management.
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– Hybrid Automatized. It is characterized by the coexistence of a software

and human being interaction; a customer is advised/supported along

the financial consulting value chain by both of them in an alternative or

combined way.

• Robo4Advisor. In this case a financial software is employed as a supporting tool

for human financial consultant in the required phases of the consulting process

starting from the collection of customer’s information, to the elaboration of

these for the purpose of adequacy assessment, asset allocation and portfolio

selection, to, eventually, formulation of the financial proposal and negotiation,

optionally, portfolio rebalancing and customer relationship management over

time [31].

Robo Advisor, Robo4Advisor and Traditional Consultancy: differencies

and complementarity

In this section it is presented several pros and cons of the Robo Advisor service and

it is compared with the traditional consulting service (that is, financial consulting

service with a physical consultant) on different topics.

As stated above, the Robo Advior is software applied in B2C models. This implies

that the supplied services are focused on retail investor’s needs, that is financial

consulting of products and/or wealth management. The financial products supplied

to customers are shares of Exchange Traded Funds10 and Mutual Funds11 which

usually does not include products related to the company supplying the digital

10For more information check: Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF) Explanation With Pros and Cons
11For more information check: Mutual Funds: Different Types and How They Are Priced
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Figure 2.3: Financial Consulting Value Chain [31]
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service/software.

In terms of costs linked to the consulting service offered to customers, the price of

fees charged depends on the type of service provided, type of products, business

model of the company, etc. Overall, the fees applied to the assets under advice

range from 0.3% 0.7% yearly and, in addition, there customers could also face

performance fees, underwriting fees, and so on. By the way, comparing the tra-

ditional consulting process with a Robo Advice service, the latter is competitive

in terms of fees charged because they are lower than the ones of a traditional

consulting service [31]. It is interesting to observe the result shown in Fig. 2.4 of a

2018 survey on types of investment choices of Italian households: 37% of surveyed

investors believe that consulting services are free services and 25% do not want to

pay for this service; 45% of surveyed investors do not know whether consultants are

compensated and 25% do not want to pay for this service [32]. Since it is reasonable

to extend the qualitative results12 to the worldwide population, it is possible to

affirm that Robo Advice is potentially a competitive services in a domestic scenario

(which is characterized by a low propensity of small investors to pay for consulting

services) with respect to the traditional financial consultancy.

Another crucial factor that guides the choice of a retail investor to opt for a tra-

ditional or Robo Advice consultancy is the amount of wealth at disposal of an

investor and the minimum thresholds of money needed to invest. Robo Advice

services are really accessible by any kind of investor. Indeed, the minimum amount

of money set as threshold to invest is below 20,000 € and sometimes there are not

thresholds at all. On the other hand, this kind of financial service is not the best

12Pay/not to pay consultants, and so on.
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Figure 2.4: Willingness to pay for financial consulting services [32]

choice in cases where the minimum wealth amount at disposal is at leas 50,000 k€.

The other distincion and advantage of Robo Advice with respect to "traditional

advice" is accessibility of the service: retail investors (with slightest digital knowl-

edge and internet access) can use the digital service without any time and physical

restrictions. Often, the user experience of the digital service is smoother, charming

and easy to use. Therefore, the success factors seem to be linked to the function-

ality and usability (strictu sensu) of a digital platform13 as well as the financial

operator which provides the digital service rather than intrinsic characteristics

of the supplied service. However, the automatized financial consulting service

is little known for the majority of Italian retail investors (87%), whereas 85%

of them are not very interested in using it mainly due to potential online scam.

Further, 15% of surveyed investor are interested in it; they are mainly men with

high levels of education and financial literacy and/or young people with a high level

of digital culture (statistically, young people ahve more competencies than people

13It is possible to find out more about the role of Robo Advisor usability in De Bernardis et al.
[31].
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over 50) [31]. However, it should be taken into account that these results are the

outcome of a survey carried out by CONSOB on Italian investors conducted in

2016 [33]. so the propensity to seek for robo advice services changed during the

past years towards more propensity to use this financial service. Indeed, according

to the results contained in Fender et al. (2022) [14], where they track the relative

importance of technology overtime, they claim that: «Although technology and

human expertise are both important components of trust [...] for the first time since

our research began, more investors believe that in three years, access to technology

platforms and tools will be more important to them than the assistance of a human

being (Fig. A.1, ed). This is the case in 12 of 15 markets globally» [14]. Even

though the Italy is not included in the markets analyzed (but some of the European

markets are within), it is reasonable to affirm that also in Italy (more broadly,

in the European Union) people have more faith in robo advisors (more generally,

in fintech platforms) than previous years. Probably, this mindset change is also

due to a generational shift because more than 70% of millennials prefer technology

platforms and tools over having a human being to help navigate their investment

strategy, compared with just 30% of those 65 or older [14] (a result that is in line

with the 15% of questioned Italian retail investors).

Despite that, it must be mentioned that the the use of technology and the phenom-

ena of increasing trust in technology have not changed the need for human advice.

Indeed, as it is shown in Fig. A.2, around 75% of people questioned strongly trust a

human adviser with respect to a Robo Advisor (and this percentage did not change

since 2020). This can be explained because technology is only a tool that cannot

fully replace human judgment and experience. Instead, technology can be seen as a
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complement (and internet the enabler) of a financial service that financial institu-

tions have to exploit to provides customers with a comprehensive financial service

[14]. Therefore, in line with the results of Debernardis et al. [31], web channels

(Internet Banking, Mobile App, and so on) are tools that enable and boost the

interaction and proximity of a human financial consultant with customers, guiding

them towards the best financial products. From these considerations, it becomes

evident the key role of human advisor in the financial consulting process, which has

to be professional and technically qualified (better if he/she work for/with a trusted

financial company) as well as endowed with good relational soft-skills. The latters

are the crucial elements that an investor takes into account in choosing an advisor

(both among human advisors or human being against robo advisors). Further,

relational soft-skills positively influence investor’s opinion about the (perceived)

quality of the financial services he/she received. The most important are: be the

center of attention of his/her human advisor and perceiving the availability of

financial consultant (these factors increase trust of investors on financial products

recommended) [31]. These results are consistent with several CONSOB reports

and Fender et al. [14] which claims also that the 58% of questioned retail investors

value an adviser with economic intuition and market experience over a financial

consultant who is data-driven with a highly quantitative skill set. These are the

added characteristics of human advice that, when paired with technology, can

improve investor outcomes [14].

Influence on Investment Decision of Advice Source

To conclude the chapter, this section is about the influence of financial advise on

investment decisions made by a given investor and the probability to follow them.
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Generally speaking, the likelihood that a retail investor follows some financial

advice does not depend on the source of the recommendation (human versus robo

advisor versus non-professional people14) but rather on the alignment between

the self-directed choice made before receiving the advice and the recommendation

subsequently received. Specifically, the propensity to follow the recommendation

of an advisor (either human or robo) increases if the advice confirms individual’s

own beliefs about her/his investment that potentially will be undertaken. This

behaviour might be explained by referring, among others, to individuals’ attitude

towards the so-called ‘confirmation bias’ [6].

As already mentioned (implicitly and explicitly) in this work, trust (in a broader

sense) is a key factor that influences investment decisions and it can be declined

in different contexts. First of all, a potential retail investor has to have trust in

financial institutions, must have a bank account and, to open it, he/she has to

rely on the chosen bank. There is no guarantee about the latter fact, indeed it is

sufficient to say that in 2022 the 4% of adult European citizens, a non negligible

part, does not have any kind of bank account - i.e., unbanked - and some of them

does not trust financial institutions [34]. These are necessary but not sufficient

conditions that can lead an investor to undertake any kind of financial products or

service. Trust in financial system and in financial intermediaries plays a crucial

role in many stages of an individual’s investment decision making. It prompts

stock market participation as well as the demand for human financial advice.

Trust is also a heuristic allowing investors to make choices that are based on

subjective expectations and on ‘proxies for trustworthiness’ (that is, an unconscious

14This term has to be intended as recommendations coming from relatives, a partner, friends,
social media contents generated by human beings, and so on
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psychological workaround that an individual puts into action to come to conclusions

quickly and effortlessly) rather than on true and detailed information. In other

words, this behavioural phenomena can be described as the confidence of a person

based on personal relationships, familiarity, persuasive advertising, connections

to friends and colleagues, communication and schmoozing which leads investors

to rely human financial advisors which may appease their anxiety and help them

to undertake the (potentially) proper investment [6]. However, financial advisors

(both human being and robots) could not be always the first choice as in the case

of Italian citizens. According to a report conducted by CONSOB in 2017 on Italian

households15, seeking advice from a financial consultant is not always the first

choice. Indeed, the largest portion of Italian retail investors seek financial advice

from relatives and friends whereas only 20% of retail investors relies on professional

financial consultants; instead, 28% of Italian investors makes financial choices

on their own [31]. It is interesting that these results can be integrated with the

outcomes coming from the experiment conducted by Alemanni et al. (2020): trust

is positively correlated with financial literacy, which in turn some studies found

to be positively associated to financial advice seeking from any kind of financial

advisor, ed.) whereas exists a negative mismatch between perceived and actual

capability (which leads to the so called overconfidence) that discourages financial

advice seeking. Furthermore, the higher the level of digital literacy16 owned by

15Even though this survey is conducted within Italian context, the qualitative results can be
considered true for the worldwide population

16According to UNESCO, Digital literacy involves the confident and critical use of a full range
of digital technologies for information, communication and basic problem-solving in all aspects
of life. It is underpinned by basic skills in ICT: the use of computers to retrieve, assess, store,
produce, present and exchange information, and to communicate and participate in collaborative
networks via the Internet [35]
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a person, the greater the probability that person will follow the financial advice

from both human and robo advisor. This can be explaind by the fact that digital

literacy might result to be a key driver in the propensity to rely on robo advice

and on digital financial services in general. For instance, individuals’ cultural

attitude towards innovation is a key factor in shaping investors’ attitudes towards

automated advice. In addition, it is not demonstrated that exists a correlation

and/or causation between digital literacy financial knowledge, as shown by empirical

evidence relating both adults and youth population, reported by OECD in 2017,

2018 and 2020.

Other elements (previously mentioned) that contributes to build trust in investors

and lowers the risk of under and/or over confidence are: educational, financial and

digital capabilities; the ability of an individual to recognize his/her biases (which

is the difficult thing to train and to put into practice). These elements have an

impact on investor’s source of the given financial recommendations/information

as well as on the investment choices; about that, Alemanni et al. (2020) describe

two distinct behavioural phenomena. The first one is that the probability to

follow recommendations form the advisor (either human or robo) increases if the

recommendation confirms individual’s own beliefs about her/his investment strategy

and portfolio of choices, independently from individuals’ level of financial and/or

digital literacy. They suggests also that this behaviour might be explained by

referring to individuals’ natural tendency to selectively listen to people (or, in

general, relying on sources of information) that confirm their prior ideas or outcome

made before seeking for advice from an advisor (the so called confirmation bias).

Instead, the second behavioural phenomena could slightly depends on individual’s

level of digital and financial literacy.Indeed, they observed that when the self
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directed choices and outcomes do not coincide with the outcomes recommended

from the advisor (human or robo), the source of the advice does play a role in the

final outcome. In this case participants, who are supposed to have not been able

to correctly assess their risk profile and have poor digital and financial knowledge,

are more likely to follow the recommendation received from a human advisor and

less likely to follow the advice received from a Robo Advisor [6]. However, it is

useful to mention that this behavioural study does not take into account the digital

nudge effect which could increase the probability to follow the recommendations

provided by the Robo Advisor.

Up to this point, it is described the different investor attitude approaching a human

versus a robo advisor, but it is worth to mention that the gender of the human

advisor could enters differently in the decision process of female and male investors

to follow the financial advice received. Considering male versus female human

advisor, it seems that a weak influence could exist depending on the investor

gender according again to Alemanni et al. (2020). They mention that women are

more likely to follow the financial advice provided by a female advisor, compared

to the advice given by a male advisor; instead, men are less likely to follow the

advice provided by a female advisor compared to female participants. However,

the significance of the latter result is weaker when compared to the probability to

follow the advice provided by a human (either man or woman) or a robo financial

advisor [6].
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Chapter 3

New Theoretical Model

After having depicted the relevant literature regarding socio-econmic factors, digital

and financial literacy of individuals and the role of FinTech companies in the

financial industry, the aim of this chapter is to make a synthesis of the covered

topics, exposing a new model that could explain qualitatively the role of each

element that affects the final decision of an investor. The mentioned model is the

one represented in Fig. 3.1 and it is based on empirical evidences related to the

above literature. The basic purpose of this model is to provide a simple map that

can explain which factors affects (the most) the final investment decision of an

individual. The arrows in the map have to be interpreted as a link (in the broader

sense), not as a hierarchy and as one-way arrows.

If there will be discovered new evidences, the model can be developed further more

in the future (indeed, this is not the scope of this work); for example, adding other

connections, defining new influences, establishing a correlation value among the

elements, and so on. Potentially, it can be developed further up to the point in

which it can act as an algorithm-like where either a business unit or a research entity
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collects some inputs of a cluster of potential customers or individuals (investment

experience, financial literacy, digital literacy, risk tolerance, amount of capital to

invest, trust and personal traits, and so on), adds the type of consulting service

offered and eventually it obtains a sort of portfolio of financial products which suits

more with the given customer/individual.

Figure 3.1: New Empirical Model
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Financial Literacy Let’s consider the definition of Financial Literacy given in

section 1.1: «a combination of financial awareness, knowledge, skills, attitudes

and behaviours necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve

individual financial well-being». Therefore, the reason behind this decision is that

Financial Literacy, better said Financial Knowledge, is a necessary but not sufficient

condition so that an investment decision is undertaken by a retail investor. For

example, even if an individual has a financial advisor, to understand what the

financial advisor suggests, he/she has to know at least what is an investment.

Moreover, financial knowledge is the foundation to make a financial plan and to

understand short/middle/long period investments as well.

Investment Experience The more a retail investor chooses to undertake invest-

ments, the more that investor will be confident with his/her risk tolerance.

Trust in Financial System To undertake an investment, a retail investor has

to trust his/her bank, advisor (professional or not), and so on. As a matter of fact,

12% of the citizens of Romania do not have a bank account because of lack of trust

in financial institution [36].

Risk Tolerance The level of risk tolerance affects the type of investment under-

taken.

Human Advisor The type of financial advisor (professional or not) and the level

of trust placed with that advisor influence retail investor’s investment decision.

Robo Advisor The digital nudge and the algorithm used by financial platforms

influence the choice of retail investors.
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Digital Literacy The higher the level of Digital Literacy, the higher is the

probability of an individual to use a digital platform to undertake an investment.

Cognitive Biases and Personal Traits Human biases affects (positively and

negatively) human decisions, even those related to financial topics.

Amount of Capital to Invest The amount of money at disposal to invest

influences the type of investment of an individual.
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Data Analysis

The aim of this chapter is to show some relevant data, insights and trends related

to the EU-27 market. The data presented are focused on the ’consumer side’,

i.e. the effect of some elements presented in Fig. 3.1 on the final investment

decision (understood as yearly Average Asset Under Management (AUM) of retail

investors which subscribe a Wealth Management service). Since the data are

collected considering a consistent sample size (which in turn allows to represent

the population under analysis), these data shown in this chapter are aggregated at

a country level, and they were collected, merged and processed through Microsoft

Excel; the data were extracted from several database:

• Wealth Management services. They were taken from the platform "Statista.com"

[1]; they represent the Wealth Management service in the European Union

market. They are based on gross revenues, Assets Under Management, wealth

management customers and advisor data of relevant services and products

offered within the Wealth Management market; moreover, they are based on

data from the following institutions: International Monetary Fund, World
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Bank, United Nations and Eurostat. The time range considered in this work

is between 2011-2027;

• DESI. It is an indicator calculated as the weighted average of the five main

DESI dimensions. To represent the level of digital literacy of EU countries, the

DESI Human Capital dimension was taken into account. In particular, were

collected data about people with at least basic digital skills (DESI Individual

Indicator At least Basic Digital Skills) and people with digital skills above the

basic digital skills (DESI Individual Indicator Above basic digital skills). The

time coverage goes from 2017 to 2022 [2];

• The Global Findex Database 2021. It is the source of data on global access

to financial services (from payments to savings and borrowing) provided by

The World Bank. This database is based on 4 years: 2011, 2014, 2017 and

2021[36].

• Monitoring financial literacy levels. The outcome of interest is the Financial

Knowledge results1 (defined as Number of correct responses to the five proposed

financial knowledge questions). The survey was conducted in 2023 and the

target population were 18+ years EU [37];

• Overall Financial literacy of Italian adults. The data collected represent the

aggregated indicator of the level of Financial Literacy of adults in Italy. They

are based by the results coming from the surveys conducted by Bank of Italy

in 2017, 2020 and 20232, according to OECD methodology defined in Sec. 1.1.

1Note that these results does not follow the methodology defined by the Organization of
Economic Co-operation Development and mentioned in section 1.1

2In the 2023 survey, there was a change to the metric used to measure attitudes, compared
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Note that each single indicator and its description are explained in the paragraph

Glossary and Acronyms.

4.1 Level of Digital Literacy of European Citizens

To track the level of Digital Literacy in the EU, the European Commission es-

tablished the DESI indicator. For the purpose of this work, among the DESI’s

dimension, the focus is on the Human Capital dimension. This dimension is

composed of several sub-dimension indicators. The focus of attention is on DESI

Individual Indicator Not Even basic digital skills which depicts the percentage of

"digital illiterate" individuals per each country (Fig. A.6). This indicator is derived

from two other indicators: DESI Individual Indicator At least Basic Digital Skills

and DESI Individual Indicator Above basic digital skills; the value are represented

in Fig. A.7.

From the DESI database, it is possible to observe that in 2017 the percentage of EU

citizens with at least basic digital skills (represented by DESI Individual Indicator

At least Basic Digital Skills) and above basic skills (represented by DESI Individual

Indicator Above basic digital skills) are respectively 25.44% and 8.13%. In five

years, these values increased to 10.02% (5 years increase: 5.97%) and 26.96% (5

years increase: 23.27%). Obviously, the values throughout the 5 years are different

with previous editions. The range of values for the attitudes component was set at 0 - 4 (with
a value of 0 for those who did not answer any question correctly). In the previous surveys, the
range went from 1 to 5 (with a value of 1 for those who did not answer any question correctly).
For the purpose of historical comparison, the scores for the attitudes component of the past
years editions were adjusted downwards by one point. As a result, the range of values for the
aggregated financial literacy scores is 0 - 20 for all three survey editions.
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among EU countries. What is interesting is not the value per se, but the fact that

the two values of the 5 years increases presented before are the same for each EU

country [2].

Having said that, let’s switch on the percentage of digital illiterate EU citizens.

From the values exhibited in Fig. A.6 it is possible to observe that in 2018 nearly

75% of EU citizens do not have neither. This value decreased up to 73% in 2022

(which means a 2.037% decrease - nearly 6.5 mln of EU citizens3 - with respect to

2018), with a yearly decrease rate of approximately -0.411%.

Throughout the time horizon considered, the countries with a value lower than

EU average are in order: Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Italy, Lithuania, Germany,

Hungary, Slovenia, Cyprus, Latvia and Greece4. Among them, the countries that

show the most digital illiterate countries are5: Romania (86.48% on average),

Bulgaria (84.85%), Poland (79.15%) and Italy (77.85%).

Another interesting fact is that the countries that in 2018 had the lowest level of

people without basic digital skills (in order: Finland, Netherlands and Ireland)

are the ones that achieved the highest decrease in 5 years (Finland: 3.561 %;

Netherlands: 3.544 %; Ireland: 2.975%). Furthermore, the most digital illiterate

countries are the ones that achieved the worst decrease (Romania: 0.902%; Bulgaria:

1.030%; Poland: 1.516%; Italy: 1.636%). Therefore, there is positive correlation

between the percentage of digital illiterate people and the rate of decrease of the

percentage of these individuals: the lower the DESI Individual Indicator Not Even

basic digital skills of a country, the higher will be its variation throughout the years.

3The actual and expected values of the number of people in each country can be consulted in
the Fig. A.8.

4This order is the same in each year.
5Average values.
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In other words, a country with high share of digital literate people will be more

likely to decrease the amount of digital illiterate people in the future 6.

4.2 Level of Financial Literacy in 2023 of Euro-

pean Citizens

From the Fig. 4.1 it is possible to observe that in the EU, there are roughly

105.96 mln of citizens that achieves a low financial knowledge score (24% of EU

population); this number is not negligible. However, the majority of EU citizens

(76%) have medium or high level of financial knowledge.

Going into details, the countries having people with excellent knowledge about finan-

cial themes (also greater than EU average score) are: Netherlands (43.4%); Finland

(40.0%); Denmark (39.9%); Estonia (39.2%); Slovenia (36.0%); Sweden (34.4%);

Luxembourg (33.3%); Germany (32.1%); Ireland (31.1%); Belgium (30.2%).

On the opposite side, the countries with poor financial knowledge are: Cyprus

(30.2%); Romania (29.9%); Greece (28.6%); Portugal (28.1%); Spain (27.3%); Italy

(26.3%); Belgium (26.1%); Bulgaria (26.0%).

4.2.1 A focus on the level of Financial Literacy in Italy

The results coming from Bank of Italy questionnaires done in 2017, 2020 and 2023

are shown in Fig. 4.2. In 2023 the country achieves an Overall Financial Literacy

indicator equal to 10.6. Compared with the score achieved in 2020, it is possible to

6This assumption does not take into consideration all the countries policies and their effective-
ness.
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Figure 4.1: Financial Knowledge results (in percentage) of EU countries 2023 [37]

observe that this score has slightly increased (from 10.2 in 2020 to 10.6 in 2023.

This improvement can be attributed to the financial behaviour component (from

4.2 in 2020 to 4.6 in 2023) and the financial attitude component (from 2.0 in 2020

to 2.3 in 2023). Conversely, the knowledge component has decreased slightly (from

3.9 in 2020 to 3.7 in 2023; by the ways, these results are created than the 4.4

achieved in 2017).

The study conducted by Bank of Italy in 2023 found out also other three intriguing

evidences. The first one is that the level of financial literacy score varies depending

on certain characteristics of individuals. Financial literacy appears to increase

with educational attainment: individuals with a lower secondary school education

or lower have an average score of 9.5 points, whereas upper secondary school or

university graduates score 11.0 and 11.8 points, respectively. The second one is

that the score is lower among young adults aged 18 to 34 (9.8) and the population

over 64 years old (10.3). Eventually, there is a gender gap: average women score is

equal 10.4, 0.4 points less than men [38].
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Figure 4.2: Overall Financial Literacy Score (on a scale of 0 to 20) of Italy in
2017, 2020 and 2023 [38]

4.3 Wealth Management in the European Union

The purpose of this section is to describe the past, current and estimated future of

the AUM of retail investors in the European Union that use at least one Wealth

Management service. In the first instance, it is described the situation at the level

of European Union as a whole. Afterwards, it is analyzed the existing differences

among EU-27 countries and EU as a whole.

In the Fig. 4.3 are represented three trends of the total AUM (in billion of €) of

EU-27:

• Wealth Management service. This trend depicts the total AUM of retail

investors which use at least one Wealth Management service. Indeed, each

yearly value is the sum of the asset under Financial Advisory and/or Digital
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Figure 4.3: EU-27 total Wealth Management overtime [1]

Investment management for each country. The graph shows an increasing

tendency throughout the time horizon: it is expected that the total AUM will

be 27,903 billion € in 2027. It is possible to observe that only in 2018 there

was a decrease in the AUM, the value reached was of 17,240 billion€. Another

interesting fact is that in the difficult years of the pandemic (2020/2021),

this value still (slightly) increased (approximately 3% each year) and in the

beginning of the 2023 (when the majority of word governments decided to

relax the social distance measures) there was a 15.08% increase with respect

to the previous year (the yearly absolute change of AUM with respect to the
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previous year is shown in Fig. 4.4);

• Financial Advisory service. It is possible to observe that this is the element

that affects the most the outcome of the Wealth Management service. This

fact can be explained looking at the amount of AUM in the case of Digital

Investment and Financial Advisory services: the latter is thousands times

grater than the other one over the time horizon considered. This evidence

suggests that retail investors prefer to invest their money and asset being

supported by a financial advisor (that is, the traditional consulting service)

and, in the near future, it is not expected a full switch to the fully digital

consulting services;

• Digital Investment service. As mentioned before, the total amount of asset

managed by Digital Investment services is considerably low with respect to the

ones manged byFinancial Advisory services; this fact is also illustrated in the

Fig. 4.5: it is expected that roughly 3% of AUM will be under management

of Digital Investment services in 2027. However, it is possible to observe the

total AUM related to the Digital Investment increases each year, and during

the years of SARS-CoV-2 pandemic as well. Looking also at the Fig. 4.4,

it is possible to observe that the total amount of AUM doubles in 2018 and

2019; instead, after those years, the rate of growth decreases up to 8.2% in

2027. Ultimately, these two figures tell that: the curve of total amount of asset

under Digital Investment management is a S-shape type; Digital Investment

services are relatively important in the financial industry; retail investors

adopt this new digital service but there is a preference towards traditional

advisory services and it is expected that this preference will remain true at
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least in the near future.

Figure 4.4: EU-27 total absolute yearly change of asset under Wealth Management
services with respect to the previous year [1]

Figure 4.5: Relative weights overtime of Financial Advisory and Digital Investment
services with respect to Wealth Management [1]

For the sake of completeness, it is fair to remind that these data are aggregated
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at a country level, which means that do not explain deeper the whole socio-economic

status, individuals’ behaviour and the evidence of group of people. Therefore, even

though the data suggests a growth in the volume of retail investors’ asset managed

by Wealth Management services, it must be reminded that the data presented do

not discriminate between investors with low/middle income and high income. This

could implies that high income retail investors have more assets to invest than

low/middle income, as suggested by a Oxfam report [39] that highlights an increased

inequality between people with high and low/middle income during the SARS-

CoV-2 pandemic. Another bias of these data is related to the different relative

weights between the two Wealth Management services: there is an evidence of an

increasing amount of AUM, but there is no discrimination about which individual

decides to have his/her asset managed by a traditional advisory service rather than

the digital one; each individual has different preferences, socio-economic status,

level of financial and digital literacy, different objectives, and so on. Therefore,

the tremendous weight got by Financial Advisory services could be explained by

the fact that people with high level of wealth are over 50s, which have low level of

digital literacy (as suggested by a press release by UN [40]); as a consequence, these

people (with greater amount of asset investable than under 50s) tend to prefer

physical, traditional services rather than Digital Investment services.
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4.3.1 Wealth Management services as a whole: differences

and analogies among EU-27 counties

Considering the Fig. 4.67 it is possible to observe that the tendency of the yearly

change of the amount of asset managed by Wealth Management services in each

EU country follows approximately the one shown in Fig. 4.4. This means that the

amount of AUM is growing and it is still expected to grow in the near future.

A further evidence is that Croatia, Lithuania and Poland do not experienced a

decrease in the amount of AUM with respect to the past year in 2018. Further-

more, Croatia and Poland are the only two country that each year (even during

the pandemic years) that do not show a decrease throughout the time horizon

considered as well as are among the countries that have a value grater than the

EU-27 average value (of at least 5%).

Other evidences can be found during the pandemic years. In 2020, Italy, Nether-

lands, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden are the countries that not only show a value lower

than the EU-27 average, but they are the countries within the EU that experienced

a decrease in the AUM with respect to 2019. Analyzing the following year (2021),

it is possible to observe that also Austria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Greece,

Ireland, Luxembourg and Romania, alongside those countries cited regarding 2020

except Spain (it is the only one among the others that shows a feeble increase in

the AUM with respect to the past year).

Eventually, Latvia and Germany shows values greater than the EU-27 average over

the years 2019-2027.

7The amount of AUM is shown in Fig. A.3
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Figure 4.6: Yearly change of AUM for Wealth Management services at country
and EU level [1]

4.3.2 Financial Advisory services: differences and analogies

among EU-27 countries

To better understand what kind of financial service influences the most the values

exhibited in Fig. 4.6, let’s start examining the AUM related to Financial Advisory

services (Fig. A.4) and their change thought the period 2017-2027 (Fig. 4.7).

First of all, placing Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 side by side and comparing the values of

the two tables, it is possible to observe that the two specific trends (of each country)

are similar. Therefore, this evidence related to the value compared suggests that

there is an strong influence of Financial Advisory services on the AUM as a whole
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(i.e., the asset managed in the market of Wealth Management services). This fact

is also confirmed taking into considerations the values of the Fig. 4.8. The average

EU value varies from 99.798% in 2017 up to the expected value in 97.249% in 2027

(that is, Financial Advisory services are predominant in the Wealth Management

market). The countries for which the relative values are well below EU average

are respectively: Croatia; Lithuania; Latvia; Belgium; Estonia; Slovakia; Portugal;

Czechia. Because of these evidences as well as the tremendous increase of the

asset managed by Digital Investment services (Fig. 4.9, the previously mentioned

countries (together with Germany and Poland) experienced a mitigated reduction

in the annual amount of total AUM (Fig. 4.6) in 2018, 2020 and 2021.

Figure 4.7: Yearly change of AUM for Financial Advisory services at country and
EU level [1]
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Figure 4.8: Annual weight of managed assets by Financial Advisory services
relatively to Wealth Management services as a whole, per country and EU level [1]

4.3.3 Digital Investment services: differences and analogies

among EU-27 countries

According to the values exhibited in Fig. A.5, the annual values ofAUM related

to Digital Investment services increased each year (from 2017 to 2022) in each

country (minimum: Denmark +278%; EU average: +1548%; maximum: Bulgaria

+8247%). This is also confirmed looking at the actual and expected trends related

to the annual change asset managed by Digital Investment services in each country

are shown in Fig. 4.9. Taking into account what is described in Sec. 4.3.1 and

4.3.2, the annual AUM relative weight per country of Digital Investment services

with respect to Wealth Management (Fig. 4.5, it is possible to notice the positive
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effect of the asset managed by Digital Investment services in the total amount of

annual AUM of each country. As a consequence, the 5 year increase of the total

managed assets goes from +12.3% of Slovenia to +180% of Poland (EU-27 average

+34.13%).

An additional observation is related Digital Investment annual share of active

paying digital investments customers (or accounts) from the total population of

the selected market (i.e., Penetration Rate), which values are represented in Fig.

4.10. It can be seen that the more a country experiences a 5 year decrease in the

percentage of people with not even basic digital skills8 (Fig. A.6, the higher is

the Digital Investment Penetration Rate in that country. However, from 2017, all

the 27 countries increased the number of people with at least basic digital skills

(Minimum: Romania -0.9%; EU average: -2.21%; maximum: Finland -3.54%).

To give a comprehensive overview of the influence of Digital Investment services on

the total amount of asset managed by Wealth Management services, all the values

cited above and the ones related to low financial knowledge score in 2023 of EU

countries (Fig. 4.1 have been normalized to represent the distance from the EU-27

average value (see Fig. 4.11).

Looking at that figure, it is possible to notice an intriguing evidence: the countries

which exhibit an increase in 5 years in the asset managed by Digital Investment

services greater than EU average (in order: Bulgaria; Croatia; Malta; Poland;

Slovenia; Hungary; Ireland; Czechia) are the ones (excluding Ireland) where the 2022

Penetration Rate is smaller than the EU average (6.35%). A possible interpretation

8Moreover, as stated in Sec. 4.1, there is a positive correlation between the rate of decrease of
digital illiterate people and the percentage of illiterate people: the lower the percentage of digital
illiterate people rate, the lower the rate.
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of this evidence can be explained from the point of view of Digital Investment

companies. To increase the AUM and increase their Penetration Rate, companies

need to attract customers’ asset lowering management fees. Therefore, where

the 2022 Penetration Rate is greater than the EU average, companies imposes

greater management fees to improve their profits. High fees attracts less customers’

assets than the average (and so a weaker increase of AUM than the average); this

could explain the opposite scenario. Another gripping evidence is that Bulgaria,

Poland, Slovenia and Hungary are also the countries where in 2022 the percentage

of people with not even basic digital skills is at least 75% (EU average: 72%) as

well as these countries have the worst digital skills. A possible interpretation of this

evidence could be made considering the "Dunning–Kruger effect"9 and its opposite

effect. In the worst digital literate countries, there are more people that uses

Digital Investment services because these individuals overestimate their skills and

underestimate/are not aware of potential cyber risks. Because of that, unskilled

individual tend to give more assets under (digital) management than skilled people.

Those digital-skilled individual are hesitant because they could think to not manage

properly cyber- risks.

Considering again the countries which exhibit an increase in 5 years in the asset

managed by Digital Investment services greater than EU average (excluding Bulgaria

and Poland), it is possible to observe that in these countries the percentage of

people with a low financial score is smaller than the average. A possible explanation

9The "Dunning–Kruger effect" is defined as the tendency of people with low ability in a specific
area to give overly positive assessments of this ability. This is often seen as a cognitive bias, i.e.
as a systematic tendency to engage in erroneous forms of thinking and judging. Some researchers
also include the opposite effect for high performers: their tendency to underestimate their skills
[41].
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of this evidence could be: the greater the level of financial knowledge, the more is

the interest/trust towards Digital Investment services).

However, a thrilling comparison worth of mention is about Bulgaria and Denmark.

The country is the one with the smallest Penetration Rate (1.09% in 2022), the

second to last country with the greater percentage of digital illiterate people (84.41%

in 2022) and it is among those countries with the worst financial knowledge score,

but it is the country with the highest level in 5 year of asset managed by Digital

Investment services. On the opposite side, Denmark is the country with the lowest

level in 5 year of asset managed by Digital Investment services, but it is the second

country with lowest level of financial knowledge score (14.7%), Penetration Rate

is among the greatest in 2022 (9.88%10) and is among the most digital literate

countries.

The results in Fig. 4.11 show that those countries with a Penetration Rate above

the EU average, are also the most digital skilled countries (values at least lower

than 75.58% - slightly above the EU average: 71.85%). A potential explanation of

this observation is that the more the number of people with at least basic digital

skills, the more is the demand for Digital Investment services. The more is the

demand, the greater is the Penetration Rate.

Eventually, it looks like that among the countries which AUM of Financial Advisory

services increased with a rate below the EU-27 average (23 countries), 15 achieved

a financial literacy score above the EU average. May be that the higher the level

of financial literacy, the higher the interest towards Digital Investment services.

However, this interest has to be considered as a second choice choice service.

10However, it has to be noticed that in absolute term, this value is not so huge.
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Figure 4.9: Yearly change of AUM for Digital Investment services at country and
EU level [1]
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Figure 4.10: Penetration rate of Digital Investment services [1]
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Figure 4.11: Normalized values of EU countries with EU-27 average values and
standard deviations, from highest to lowest country with respect to the percentage
of people with not even basic digital skills in 2022 [1], [37]
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Conclusions

In this section are summarized all the findings related to this work. In the first

section are described the (potential) relations that could exists between individuals’

level of digital and financial literacy, the digitalization in the EU financial industry

and the individuals’ investment decisions. The second section is about all the

secondary findings of this work. Whereas the third section sums up the about what

is described in this work with some open points.

5.1 Main findings

As a matter of fact, the Wealth Management market grows and it is expected to

grow even more in the near future. As of today, Financial Advisory market segment

is the most prevalent. This implies that people still need a human advisor (which

is also a professional), especially because of human interaction. The strength of

traditional financial advisory services derives precisely from the financial advisor.

A professional can find the best financial products for his/her customer as well as
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can play the role of a "beacon in the night", helping retail investors to spot their

biases and avoid irrational behaviour. The digitalization lead to the arise of new

software which become key-tools for their work and decreasing the proximity with

customers. During the pandemic years, the lack of physical proximity (due to the

social distancing measures) was mitigated thanks to the digitalization of finacial

processes as whole. Indeed, the lowest decrease in AUM during these years is only

of -3.22%.

Thanks also to the digitalization, the role of a professional financial advisor is

no more considered as a sort of unique entry point towards the financial market.

Indeed, the arise of tech companies supplying new Digital Investment services, lead

to a competition with traditional financial companies (incumbents). This lead to a

reduction of the market concentration within the financial industry. Digital Invest-

ment companies are the firsts firms in the financial industry that reached those

customers that want captivating, user-friendly digital platforms with near-real time

updates. As a consequence of that, there is an increase of the Penetration Rate of

these firms, and it is expected to still increase. By the way, since the core feature of

a platform (in which are exchanged financial products) is to connect demand with

supply, the digital literacy of individuals is a key element in this scope1. Indeed,

the more the number of people with at least basic digital skills, the more is the

demand for Digital Investment services; the more is the demand, the greater is

the Penetration Rate. Analyzing the data within the EU, it seems that companies

apply different market strategy. To increase the asset managed under their Digital

Investment services as well as their Penetration Rate, companies need to attract

1Analogy: you cannot give an airplane to an unskilled individual because he/she will ruin
your products and his/her life because of lack of knowledge and practice.
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customers’ asset lowering management fees. Therefore, where the 2022 Penetration

Rate is greater than the EU average, companies imposes greater management fees

to improve their profits. However, high fees attracts less customers’ assets than

the average (and so a weaker increase of AUM than the EU-27 average).

Switching the focal point towards human biases, it seems that exists a "Dun-

ning–Kruger effect" that has an impact on retail investors’ choices. The evidences

point out that in the worst digital literate countries, there are more people that uses

Digital Investment services than in the countries that are have a higher percent of

population that have at least basic digital skills. One of the possible explanations

of this evidence is linked the above mentioned effect: these individuals overestimate

their skills and underestimate/are not aware of potential cyber risks; because of

that, unskilled individual tend to give more assets under (digital) management

than skilled people. Those digital-skilled individual are hesitant because they could

think to not manage properly cyber-risks. Obviously, it is not only a matter of

digital literacy but it is also a matter of the level of financial literacy of individuals.

Apparently, there could be a positive relation between individuals’ level of financial

literacy and the interest toward Digital Investment services, because the higher

the level of financial literacy, the higher the interest towards Digital Investment

services. However, it has to be taken into consideration that this interest towards

autonomous Digital Investment services has to be considered as a second choice

because Financial Advisory services still have a relevant role. The latter statement

about traditional financial advisory services is confirmed also by a CONSOB paper

[31], which points out that the customer-financial advisor interaction remain a

critical success factor. As a consequence, the companies within the financial in-

dustry are pushing towards the human interaction valorization both in the case of
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an automated consulting process2 and the case of traditional consulting services

(because in this way, a financial advisor is more committed towards customers’

needs). In addition to that, even though a majority of retail investors said that

(financial) apps have increased their trading frequency (according to a paper of

the CFA Institute [14]), it has to be taken in mind that technology is an enabler

and it cannot fully replace human judgment. Indeed, a majority of retail investors

value an adviser with economic intuition and market experience over one who is

data-driven with a highly quantitative skills. These are the added characteristics of

human advice that, when paired with technology, can improve investor outcomes.

Eventually, the digitalization of the financial industry have not to be considered as

a holy gray that allows a decentralization from traditional institutions of financial

markets and a safe, cheap, transparent and valuable choice for retail investors

(not all that glitters is gold). A first example about that is the biases about

gender discrimination inherited by Apple Card and its algorithm linked (previously

discussed in section 2.3.1). Another example about that is the collapse of FTX in

2022 because of its business on risky trading options that are not legal in the United

States. This affected negatively the retail investors due to the reimbursement of

savings deposited in this company and luck of transparency from FTX [42]. These

examples want to stress out that Digital Investment services have nowadays a not

negligible relevance in the financial industry. Because of that, there is the need of

strong regulations about FinTech companies and fully digital financial companies

(because checking the box "I accept the terms and conditions" is not enough) in

the financial market and its segments. Otherwise, the risk of individuals lacking of

2The hybrid model (both human and only machine interaction with customers) is the preferred
business model rather than the one fully automated.
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trust in the financial industry could become concrete and the derived effects could

be relevant.

5.2 Secondary findings

According to Fig.A.6, it seems to be a positive correlation between the percentage

of digital illiterate people and the decrease rate of this percentage overtime. There

are evidences that the countries with high share of digital literate people will be

more likely to decrease the amount of digital illiterate people in the future (for

example: Finland and Netherlands are the most digital literate countries whereas

Romania and Bulgaria have the highest percentage of illiterate people).

Considering instead the Fig. 4.11, it could exist another relationship: the higher

the number of digital illiterate people in a country, the higher the percentage of

people with a low financial score. Indeed, the countries with all the countries with

a percentage of digital illiterate people grater than EU average (excluding Slovenia,

Hungary and Lithuania) are the countries with the worst financial score achieved

that EU-27 average.

5.3 Final considerations and open points

As a matter of fact, the (ongoing) digitalization of the financial industry is a game

changer for a number of stakeholders. It leads to innovative processes within

firms and products and services for (already and potential) customers. It allows

the disintermediation and the decentralization of the financial markets, by dint

of FinTech (i.e., the technology applied to the financial industry). Indeed, the

market status-quo changed due to FinTech companies and their financial platforms
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which forced traditional financial companies (incumbents) to re-think their (legacy)

business models, products and services. Bot traditional and ’digital’ financial

companies employ further and further new technologies in their processes/services

(for example, Artificial Intelligence, data analysis, and so on) coupled with new

business models to decrease the need of intermediaries from their business operations

as well as transforming the ways through which customers interact with financial

operators. Two key examples are: the employ of technology within the financial

service value chain on behalf of of human actions as well as the introduction of

software tools as a support to the decision making processes of human consultant.

Additionally, the digitalization was allowing a cost reduction in terms of both

operational expenditures and the amount charged to customers to use a financial

service.

Another evidence of the effect of digitalization (broadly speaking) is related to

the reduction of information asymmetries, especially encouraging and enhancing

financial inclusion in different ways. At first, people do look for any kind of

news, products, services, and so on more easily than (at least) 15 years ago

through different ways, for example: googling it, asking information through

instant messaging services to other people, watching a video, listening to a podcast,

looking for disclosure documents within web pages of financial companies. Secondly,

the digitalization allows financial inclusion in terms of products and services offered

to retail investors. Indeed, some FinTech companies supply financial services and

products to a broader market segment and people around the world, giving to

people an equal access to financial markets. From the stand point of (traditional

and technology) financial companies, the digitalization grants them to collect and

access a huge amount of data that allow them to customize their products and
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services to customer as well as to lower costs [43]. The key factor (that need to

be investigated furthermore) about this evidence is whether FinTech products

and services are transparent enough for regulatory oversight and understanding

(especially of the algorithm under the bonnet; it is essential for the long-term

success and public acceptance of fintech companies [11].

Furthermore, it is interesting to highlights the change in the type of contents

posted on social media platforms: the contents3 within these platforms are no

longer something about leisure time but instead those posts were becoming an

indispensable source of information on all aspects of life, including news, finance, and

investments; alongside, there was rising "FinInfluencers": people which social media

contents are about advertisements for financial products (whether or not declared as

an advertisement), personal anecdotes about experience with a particular product,

service or topic, or personal knowledge sharing on budgeting, financial management

services, or investments. Even though the information provided by these people

could appear easy to understand, easily accessible, and in many cases, free (or with

low charged costs), compared to traditional financial advice, it must to be noted

that there are potential risks associated with providing inappropriate financial

information on social media platforms (that is, non regulated means of information)

and the potential impact that such contents could have on the financial wealth of

Finfluencer’s followers. In the field of traditional wealth management services, the

risks in which retail investor could incur were being addressed through laws and

regulations, including consumer protection laws or corporate laws, which stipulate

that financial advisory activities must be conducted by licensed parties, and under

3Posts on Facebook or Instagram, Tweets, Reels, and so on.
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the supervision of financial regulators. However, many Finfluencers are not even

licensed financial advisors, and some of them might not even be aware of these

laws and requirements that could be apply to them. The risks they potentially

pose to consumers and, in general, to the financial market are areas of concern that

need to be prompted through regulatory measures in order to mitigate financial

risks [44]. For these reasons, regulatory authorities are not doing enough to govern

and regulate (at least until now) this existing phenomena of financial information

on social media; they should apply the same level of rigidity implement to the

financial industry to protect customers, and they do not have to consider this

phenomena such as a peripheral one. On the other hand, regulatory bodies (and

financial companies as well) should exploit Finfluencers to increase the level of

digital literacy and increase the trust on financial markets. However, it is not only

a matter of the level of financial literacy because it should go alongside the level of

digital literacy. To decrease the risks linked to web, people should be aware of scam

websites, fake-news, aggressive marketing on social media platforms and so on.

Another evidence of the effect of the technology applied to financial industry

is that the digitalization were bring people to financial services and products

thanks to web platforms and financial apps that can be accessed 24/7 through a

smartphone (which is the mostly used object nowadays). These financial platforms

are characterized by a simple, lean user experience, the employment of the digital

nudge effect (to better guide customers thorough different investment options), the

information about financial services and products are easily reachable; they do

not have the same level of complecity that characterizes the ’use’ of a traditional

financial service. However, simple and lean user experience could provide cognitive

biases to investors, leading them to rely more on their intuition and less on critical
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thinking based on a strong financial knowledge and experience. Disclosure alone is

not sufficient to assure good investor outcomes; how information is displayed can

both help and hurt retail investors (in particular rookie investors). In a nutshell,

simple, user friendly interfaces are not necessarily the solution to problems that

arise from complexity; both complexity and simplicity can lead investors astray.

Thus, while it is important that investors have access to transparent, pertinent

information, disclosure alone is not sufficient to assure good investor outcomes;

how information is displayed influences decisions in ways that can both help and

hurt investors. It should be investigated further the perceived control derived from

the use of these simple apps and the cognitive biases that affects retail investors.

Aditionally, it can be done a comparison with the support of a human financial

advisor in the decision-making process.

As mentioned in the second chapter, BigTech companies play an important role also

in the field of financial industry, especially if they employ financial technologies in

their business models (for example, Apple Inc.’s financial services and products cited

in the paragraph2.3.1). What distinguishes BigTech companies from FinTech and

traditional companies is their capacity to scale up their technologies, applying them

to different market segments, together with their business models and financial

strength4 [43]. Therefore, an interesting research field could be the perceived

confidence in BigTech companies (for example Apple) against traditional financial

institutions (for example, Goldman Sachs) by retail investors and the final returns

obtained from their investments. These two example are not left to chance because

4In particular: huge customer base using their hardware/software, wider market presence, the
colossal amount of data at their disposal about customers’ behaviour and preferences and their
ability to process them.
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also a partnership could be really challenging for regulatory bodies, and it need to

be regulated. As stated by a Financial Times’s article: "Would you switch to an

Android phone if you banked with Apple, for example? Would you be less likely

to look elsewhere for a loan? These questions tiptoe into territory that antitrust

regulators at the Federal Trade Commission are interested in. At what point does

an incredibly seductive consumer offering become a monopoly issue?" [20].

To conclude, the digitalization has brought with it several pros and cons. From

a consumers side, people need to be aware of financial and cyber risks. From a

non consumer side, governments must work to increase the level of digital and

financial literacy to mitigate financial risks (especially during crisis periods) and

increase the level of trust on financial markets. Moreover, thet need to regulate

also the phenomena of Fininfluencers. Financial companies should be more present

on social media platforms, exploiting also partnership with Fininfluencers.

Eventually, the digitalizaion allow companies to supply different and/or tailored

financial services and products, which in turn means more competition in the

financial industry than some years ago. This implies that those companies who

were incumbents in a quasi-monopoly financial industry, nowadays have to compete

in a market with tech startups and BigTech companies challenging them. For

example, 15 years ago, if individuals wanted to pay for a good in a physical, the

only digital way at their disposal was through either debit or credit card supplied

only by Visa Inc., Mastercard Incorporated, American Express and Diners Club

International. To use these digital payment methods, shop owners need to have the

infrastructure (EPOS) and pay high fees to use them, whereas customers had to pay

annual fees to use these cards (a part from different contractual agreements between

banks and customers). Nowadays, people have at their disposal several user-friendly
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mobile apps that allows them to pay even without owing any kind of electronic

card. Moreover, these financial services are either commission free or payments fees

are most of the time lowers than credit card fees. I want to cite some of the most

important ones: PayPal, Scalapay, Bancomatpay, Satispay. I cited them because

the competition is not only within a country (USA: PayPal versus the Credit Card

companies cited before), it is also an intercontinental competition: USA vs Europe

(Scalapay, Bancomatpay, Satispay which in turn are Italian companies - moreover

Scalapay and Satispay are unicorns). Therefore, the digital transition lead also to

a geopolitical competition, decreasing the dependency of one region (Europe) from

another one (USA) as well.
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Figure A.1: Share of preference between access to technology platforms and tools
against assistance of a human being [14]
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Figure A.2: Share of people trusting human and/or robo advisor [14]
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Figure A.3: Wealth Management services, AUM of EU 27 Countries in billion
(€) from 2017 to 2027 [1]
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Figure A.4: Assets under Management in the Financial Advisory market of EU
27 Countries in billion (€) from 2017 to 2027 [1]
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Figure A.5: Assets under Management in the Digital Investment market of EU
27 Countries in billion (€) from 2017 to 2027 [1]
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Figure A.6: Share of people per country with not even basic digital skills, from
2017 to 2022 [2] 75



Appendix

Figure A.7: DESI Individual Indicator At least Basic Digital Skills and DESI
Individual Indicator Above basic digital skills per country, from 2017 to 2022 [2]
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Figure A.8: Number of EU citizens (in mln), from 2017 to 2022 [2]
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